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EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO
KNOW ABOUT PHILINE BLANK

Only about once in a lifetime you truly get what you wish for. It happens for no apparent reason

and comes as a big, unexpected surprise to the wishing person. And then the person has to make

sure it doesn't become a burden, overbearing, stifling. My surprise was this summer. A crystal-clear

and painfully beautiful coming of age story that we have all been waiting for.

Philine has a mom with a fickle love life and a bunch of changing dads. Instead of going to school she prefers going around the

school and in water she turns into a fish. Then she also looses her foothold on land. After a breakdown, Philine moves to a quiet

village, where she meets Planta – Planta-who-has-a-plan. Planta who serves her the best scrambled eggs ever at dawn and whose

eyes are as blue as a shark pool. He shows her all there is to see, the highest and lowest places, and the bottle house at the lake,

where everyone is welcome. Another life seems within reach, a happy, care-free life. But when winter comes and the bottle house

commune breaks up, Philine decides not to break and holds on to everything that was, everything that wasn't, and everything that

can't be held on to becaus...
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